
BackgroundBackground It is unclear whetherIt is unclear whether

schizophrenia andpsychotic bipolarschizophrenia andpsychotic bipolar

disorder are associatedwith similardisorder are associatedwith similar

deviations of brainmorphometry.deviations of brainmorphometry.

AimsAims To assess volumetricTo assess volumetric

abnormalities of grey andwhitematterabnormalities of grey andwhitematter

throughoutthe entire brain in individualsthroughoutthe entire brain in individuals

with schizophrenia or with bipolarwith schizophrenia or with bipolar

disorder comparedwiththe same controldisordercomparedwiththe same control

group.group.

MethodMethod Brain scanswere obtainedbyBrain scanswere obtainedby

magnetic resonance imaging from 25magnetic resonance imaging from 25

peoplewith schizophrenia,37withbipolarpeoplewith schizophrenia,37withbipolar

disorderwho had experiencedpsychoticdisorder whohad experiencedpsychotic

symptoms and 52 healthy volunteers.symptoms and 52 healthy volunteers.

Regional deviation in grey andwhiteRegional deviation in grey andwhite

matter volumewas assessedusingmatter volumewas assessedusing

computationalmorphometry.computationalmorphometry.

ResultsResults Individualswith schizophreniaIndividualswith schizophrenia

had distributedgreymatterdeficithad distributedgreymatterdeficit

predominantly involving the fronto-predominantly involving the fronto-

temporalneocortex, medial temporaltemporalneocortex, medial temporal

lobe, insula, thalamus and cerebellum,lobe, insula, thalamus and cerebellum,

whereas thosewith bipolardisorderhadwhereas thosewith bipolardisorderhad

no significantregions of greymatterno significant regions ofgreymatter

abnormality.Both groupshad anatomicallyabnormality.Bothgroupshad anatomically

overlappingwhitematterdeficits inoverlappingwhitematterdeficits in

regionsnormallyoccupied bymajorregions normallyoccupied bymajor

longitudinal and interhemispheric tracts.longitudinal and interhemispheric tracts.

ConclusionsConclusions Schizophrenia andSchizophrenia and

psychotic bipolardisorder are associatedpsychotic bipolardisorder are associated

with distinctgreymatterdeficits butwith distinctgreymatterdeficits but

anatomicallycoincidentwhitematteranatomicallycoincidentwhitematter

abnormalities.abnormalities.
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The Kraepelinian dichotomy of schizo-The Kraepelinian dichotomy of schizo-

phrenia and bipolar disorder has beenphrenia and bipolar disorder has been

controversial since it was introduced overcontroversial since it was introduced over

a century ago (Kraepelin, 1899). Therea century ago (Kraepelin, 1899). There

are no pathognomonic symptoms byare no pathognomonic symptoms by

which clinicians can reliably differentiatewhich clinicians can reliably differentiate

the two illnesses and there is increasingthe two illnesses and there is increasing

evidence that those with the two diag-evidence that those with the two diag-

noses may share some of the same geneticnoses may share some of the same genetic

and environmental risk factors and neuro-and environmental risk factors and neuro-

biological abnormalities (Walkerbiological abnormalities (Walker et alet al,,

2002). Schizophrenia is associated with2002). Schizophrenia is associated with

a range of subtle abnormalities of braina range of subtle abnormalities of brain

volume identified using both hypothesis-volume identified using both hypothesis-

driven region-of-interest and exploratorydriven region-of-interest and exploratory

computational morphometry techniques.computational morphometry techniques.

These include enlarged lateral and thirdThese include enlarged lateral and third

ventricles and reduced prefrontal, tempor-ventricles and reduced prefrontal, tempor-

al, thalamic and insular volumes (Wrightal, thalamic and insular volumes (Wright

et alet al, 2000; Hulshoff Pol, 2000; Hulshoff Pol et alet al, 2001;, 2001;

SigmundssonSigmundsson et alet al, 2001). Brain structural, 2001). Brain structural

abnormalities associated with bipolarabnormalities associated with bipolar

disorder have been less extensivelydisorder have been less extensively

investigated, but may include lateral ven-investigated, but may include lateral ven-

tricular enlargement, an excess of whitetricular enlargement, an excess of white

matter hyperintensities and volume reduc-matter hyperintensities and volume reduc-

tion in some prefrontal regions (Beardention in some prefrontal regions (Bearden

et alet al, 2001). Studies comparing brain, 2001). Studies comparing brain

volumetric deficits in individuals withvolumetric deficits in individuals with

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder againstschizophrenia and bipolar disorder against

each other or the same control group areeach other or the same control group are

infrequent, inconclusive and confined toinfrequent, inconclusive and confined to

region-of-interest methodologies. In theregion-of-interest methodologies. In the

present study we used computationalpresent study we used computational

morphometry to identify grey and whitemorphometry to identify grey and white

matter volume abnormalities throughoutmatter volume abnormalities throughout

the entire brain in individuals withthe entire brain in individuals with

schizophrenia and those with bipolar Ischizophrenia and those with bipolar I

disorder who had experienced psychoticdisorder who had experienced psychotic

symptoms during exacerbation of illness.symptoms during exacerbation of illness.

We hypothesised that both groups wouldWe hypothesised that both groups would

demonstrate brain structural abnormali-demonstrate brain structural abnormali-

ties compared with the same group ofties compared with the same group of

healthy volunteers. The similarities andhealthy volunteers. The similarities and

differences in the pattern of abnormalitydifferences in the pattern of abnormality

were further clarified by a directwere further clarified by a direct

comparison between the two patientcomparison between the two patient

groups.groups.

METHODMETHOD

SampleSample

Brain scans were successfully obtained byBrain scans were successfully obtained by

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) frommagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) from

114 individuals, comprising 25 with114 individuals, comprising 25 with

schizophrenia, 37 with bipolar I disorderschizophrenia, 37 with bipolar I disorder

and 52 healthy volunteers. Those withand 52 healthy volunteers. Those with

bipolar I disorder had experienced psy-bipolar I disorder had experienced psy-

chotic symptoms at some stage duringchotic symptoms at some stage during

exacerbation of illness. These participantsexacerbation of illness. These participants

were part of a larger study of familieswere part of a larger study of families

with more than one member with schizo-with more than one member with schizo-

phrenia or bipolar disorder that includedphrenia or bipolar disorder that included

their unaffected first-degree relativestheir unaffected first-degree relatives

(McDonald(McDonald et alet al, 2004). No unaffected, 2004). No unaffected

relatives were included in the presentrelatives were included in the present

study. We recruited patients throughstudy. We recruited patients through

voluntary support groups or by directvoluntary support groups or by direct

referral from their mental health services;referral from their mental health services;

all had at least one other family memberall had at least one other family member

among their first- and/or second-degreeamong their first- and/or second-degree

relatives with the same or a relatedrelatives with the same or a related

disorder. All patients were out-patientsdisorder. All patients were out-patients

at the time of assessment. Healthyat the time of assessment. Healthy

volunteers were recruited from thevolunteers were recruited from the

community via newspaper advertisementscommunity via newspaper advertisements

and from local staff, and were groupand from local staff, and were group

matched to the patients and their un-matched to the patients and their un-

affected relatives on the basis of age,affected relatives on the basis of age,

gender and parental social class. None ofgender and parental social class. None of

the healthy volunteers had a personalthe healthy volunteers had a personal

history of any psychotic, bipolar orhistory of any psychotic, bipolar or

schizophrenia-spectrum disorder or aschizophrenia-spectrum disorder or a

known family history of any functionalknown family history of any functional

psychosis. Participants were not includedpsychosis. Participants were not included

if they had a history of organic brainif they had a history of organic brain

disease, head trauma resulting in loss ofdisease, head trauma resulting in loss of

consciousness for more than 5 minconsciousness for more than 5 min

or met DSM–IV criteria (Americanor met DSM–IV criteria (American

Psychiatric Association, 1994) forPsychiatric Association, 1994) for

substance or alcohol dependence in thesubstance or alcohol dependence in the

12 months prior to assessment. The study12 months prior to assessment. The study

protocol was approved by the ethicsprotocol was approved by the ethics

(research) committee of the South London(research) committee of the South London

and Maudsley NHS Trust. After a com-and Maudsley NHS Trust. After a com-

plete description of the study and its aims,plete description of the study and its aims,

informed consent was obtained in writinginformed consent was obtained in writing

from all participants.from all participants.

Patients and healthy volunteers werePatients and healthy volunteers were

assessed using the same clinical scales.assessed using the same clinical scales.

Structured diagnostic interviews were per-Structured diagnostic interviews were per-

formed using the Schedule for Affectiveformed using the Schedule for Affective

Disorders and Schizophrenia – LifetimeDisorders and Schizophrenia – Lifetime

VersionVersion (SADS–L) (Spitzer & Endicott,(SADS–L) (Spitzer & Endicott,

1978) and additional information regard-1978) and additional information regard-

ing the timing and nature of psycho-ing the timing and nature of psycho-

pathology was collected to enable DSM–IVpathology was collected to enable DSM–IV

diagnoses to be made. Socio-economicdiagnoses to be made. Socio-economic

status based on details of parentalstatus based on details of parental
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occupation at birth was derived from theoccupation at birth was derived from the

Office of Population Censuses and SurveysOffice of Population Censuses and Surveys

Standard Occupational ClassificationStandard Occupational Classification

(Office of Population Censuses and(Office of Population Censuses and

Surveys, 1991).Surveys, 1991).

Acquisition and pre-processingAcquisition and pre-processing
of magnetic resonance imagingof magnetic resonance imaging
datadata

For each participant a set of 1.5 mm thickFor each participant a set of 1.5 mm thick

contiguous coronalcontiguous coronal TT11-weighted magnetic-weighted magnetic

resonance images encompassing the wholeresonance images encompassing the whole

brain was acquired using a three-dimen-brain was acquired using a three-dimen-

sional spoiled gradient recall echo sequencesional spoiled gradient recall echo sequence

running on a GE N/Vi Signa System scannerrunning on a GE N/Vi Signa System scanner

(General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,(General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

USA) operating at 1.5 T with the followingUSA) operating at 1.5 T with the following

parameters: time to repetitionparameters: time to repetition¼13.1 ms, in-13.1 ms, in-

version timeversion time¼450 ms, echo time450 ms, echo time¼5.8 ms,5.8 ms,

number of excitationsnumber of excitations¼1, flip angle1, flip angle¼202088
and acquisition matrixand acquisition matrix¼2562566625625666128.128.

Optimised voxel-based morphometryOptimised voxel-based morphometry

(Good(Good et alet al, 2001) was used to segment, 2001) was used to segment

MRI data and to record probabilistic mapsMRI data and to record probabilistic maps

of grey matter and white matter volumeof grey matter and white matter volume

density for each participant in a standarddensity for each participant in a standard

anatomical space. These pre-processinganatomical space. These pre-processing

steps were implemented in Matlab versionsteps were implemented in Matlab version

6.0 (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts,6.0 (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts,

USA) using SPM99 statistical parametricUSA) using SPM99 statistical parametric

mapping software (Wellcome Departmentmapping software (Wellcome Department

of Imaging Neuroscience, 2003). Eachof Imaging Neuroscience, 2003). Each

MRI scan was segmented into grey, whiteMRI scan was segmented into grey, white

and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tissue classesand cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tissue classes

in native space, and global tissue volumesin native space, and global tissue volumes

were estimated. This and each other seg-were estimated. This and each other seg-

mentation step used a modified mixturementation step used a modified mixture

model cluster analysis technique withmodel cluster analysis technique with

correction for non-uniformity of imagecorrection for non-uniformity of image

intensity, combined with prior probabilisticintensity, combined with prior probabilistic

knowledge of the spatial distribution ofknowledge of the spatial distribution of

tissues, and included an automated pro-tissues, and included an automated pro-

cedure to remove non-brain tissue such ascedure to remove non-brain tissue such as

skull, scalp and venous sinus (Goodskull, scalp and venous sinus (Good et alet al,,

2001). Customised study-specific grey,2001). Customised study-specific grey,

white and CSF template images in standardwhite and CSF template images in standard

stereotactic space were then created fromstereotactic space were then created from

the control group, in order to minimisethe control group, in order to minimise

any scanner-specific bias and provide aany scanner-specific bias and provide a

template matched to the sample. The tissuetemplate matched to the sample. The tissue

maps of controls were smoothed usingmaps of controls were smoothed using

an 8 mm full-width at half-maximuman 8 mm full-width at half-maximum

(FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel and(FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel and

then spatially normalised using parametersthen spatially normalised using parameters

derived from applying a 12-parameter af-derived from applying a 12-parameter af-

fine transformation of each unsmoothedfine transformation of each unsmoothed

grey matter map to the standard SPMgrey matter map to the standard SPM TT11

grey matter template and applying thesegrey matter template and applying these

to the smoothed segmented images. Theto the smoothed segmented images. The

images were then averaged to createimages were then averaged to create

customised grey, white and CSF tissue tem-customised grey, white and CSF tissue tem-

plates in standard stereotactic space. Theplates in standard stereotactic space. The

original brain scan of each participant wasoriginal brain scan of each participant was

then normalised to the customised greythen normalised to the customised grey

matter template, thus removing any contri-matter template, thus removing any contri-

bution of non-brain tissue or other tissuebution of non-brain tissue or other tissue

types to this spatial normalisation step.types to this spatial normalisation step.

The spatial normalisation used residualThe spatial normalisation used residual

sum of squared differences to match imagessum of squared differences to match images

and both an affine transformation andand both an affine transformation and

linear combination of smooth cosine basislinear combination of smooth cosine basis

functions to model global non-linear shapefunctions to model global non-linear shape

differences. These normalisation para-differences. These normalisation para-

meters were applied back onto the originalmeters were applied back onto the original

brain image to produce an imagebrain image to produce an image

‘optimally’ normalised for grey matter seg-‘optimally’ normalised for grey matter seg-

mentation and the images were resliced atmentation and the images were resliced at

a final voxel size of 1.5 mma final voxel size of 1.5 mm33. All images. All images

were checked visually to confirm that theywere checked visually to confirm that they

were well matched to the template. Thewere well matched to the template. The

images were then resegmented, using theimages were then resegmented, using the

customised tissue templates as probabilitycustomised tissue templates as probability

maps, and the grey matter maps retained.maps, and the grey matter maps retained.

These grey matter maps were thus in stand-These grey matter maps were thus in stand-

ard stereotactic (Talairach) space. This pro-ard stereotactic (Talairach) space. This pro-

cedure was repeated using parameterscedure was repeated using parameters

derived from normalising each white matterderived from normalising each white matter

map to the white matter template and re-map to the white matter template and re-

applying to the original image, in order toapplying to the original image, in order to

derive white matter tissue maps for eachderive white matter tissue maps for each

participant. The grey and white matterparticipant. The grey and white matter

images were then modulated through multi-images were then modulated through multi-

plying voxel values by the Jacobian deter-plying voxel values by the Jacobian deter-

minants from the spatial normalisation tominants from the spatial normalisation to

correct for volume changes introduced atcorrect for volume changes introduced at

this step (Ashburner & Friston, 2000;this step (Ashburner & Friston, 2000;

GoodGood et alet al, 2001). Finally, all normalised,, 2001). Finally, all normalised,

segmented, modulated grey and whitesegmented, modulated grey and white

matter tissue maps were smoothed atmatter tissue maps were smoothed at

4 mm using a FWHM isotropic Gaussian4 mm using a FWHM isotropic Gaussian

kernel.kernel.

Statistical analysis of MRI dataStatistical analysis of MRI data

Differences in grey matter and white matterDifferences in grey matter and white matter

volume between each patient group and thevolume between each patient group and the

healthy volunteer group, and differenceshealthy volunteer group, and differences

between the two patient groups, were esti-between the two patient groups, were esti-

mated by fitting an analysis of covariancemated by fitting an analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) model at each intracerebral(ANCOVA) model at each intracerebral

voxel in standard space, with age, gendervoxel in standard space, with age, gender

and global tissue volume as covariates.and global tissue volume as covariates.

We tested the null hypothesis by permuta-We tested the null hypothesis by permuta-

tion at the level of spatially contiguoustion at the level of spatially contiguous

voxel clusters, as described in detailvoxel clusters, as described in detail

elsewhere (Bullmoreelsewhere (Bullmore et alet al, 1999). Briefly,, 1999). Briefly,

a map of the standardised ANCOVA modela map of the standardised ANCOVA model

coefficient of interest (coefficient of interest (bb) at each voxel) at each voxel

was thresholded such that ifwas thresholded such that if bb441.961.96

(approximately, null probability of(approximately, null probability of

bb550.05) the voxel value was set to0.05) the voxel value was set to

bb771.96, otherwise the voxel value was set1.96, otherwise the voxel value was set

to 0. This procedure generated a set ofto 0. This procedure generated a set of

suprathreshold voxel clusters in threesuprathreshold voxel clusters in three

dimensions, each described by its ‘mass’dimensions, each described by its ‘mass’

or the sum of suprathreshold voxel statisticsor the sum of suprathreshold voxel statistics

it comprised. The mass of each cluster wasit comprised. The mass of each cluster was

tested against a null distribution ascertainedtested against a null distribution ascertained

by repeatedly re-estimating and threshold-by repeatedly re-estimating and threshold-

ing theing the bb coefficient of the ANCOVA modelcoefficient of the ANCOVA model

at each voxel after repeated random permu-at each voxel after repeated random permu-

tations of group membership; the results oftations of group membership; the results of

ten permutations at each voxel were pooledten permutations at each voxel were pooled

over all intracerebral voxels to sampleover all intracerebral voxels to sample

the permutation distribution of three-the permutation distribution of three-

dimensional cluster mass under the nulldimensional cluster mass under the null

hypothesis of no differences in brain struc-hypothesis of no differences in brain struc-

ture between the two groups. A criticalture between the two groups. A critical

value for statistical significance of clustervalue for statistical significance of cluster

mass was derived from this permutationmass was derived from this permutation

distribution. For each between-group com-distribution. For each between-group com-

parison, we used probability thresholds forparison, we used probability thresholds for

cluster level testing such that the expectedcluster level testing such that the expected

number of false-positive tests for each mapnumber of false-positive tests for each map

was less than one; typically one-tailedwas less than one; typically one-tailed

cluster-wisecluster-wise PP550.01. Significant clusters0.01. Significant clusters

were anatomically labelled using thewere anatomically labelled using the

standard atlas of Talairach and Tournouxstandard atlas of Talairach and Tournoux

(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). The princi-(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). The princi-

pal advantages of cluster-level testing arepal advantages of cluster-level testing are

that it confers greater sensitivity by incor-that it confers greater sensitivity by incor-

porating information from more than oneporating information from more than one

voxel in the test statistic, and it also sub-voxel in the test statistic, and it also sub-

stantially reduces the search volume orstantially reduces the search volume or

number of tests required for a whole brainnumber of tests required for a whole brain

analysis, thereby mitigating the multipleanalysis, thereby mitigating the multiple

comparisons problem. Parametric tests forcomparisons problem. Parametric tests for

spatial extent statistics in brain mappingspatial extent statistics in brain mapping

may be over-conservative; hence our pre-may be over-conservative; hence our pre-

ferred use of a relatively assumption-freeferred use of a relatively assumption-free

non-parametric permutation test based onnon-parametric permutation test based on

data resampling (Bullmoredata resampling (Bullmore et alet al, 1999;, 1999;

Hayasaka & Nichols, 2003).Hayasaka & Nichols, 2003).

The mass of each cluster for each indi-The mass of each cluster for each indi-

vidual was transferred to a spreadsheetvidual was transferred to a spreadsheet

and, where multiple clusters were present,and, where multiple clusters were present,

principal components analysis withoutprincipal components analysis without

rotation was used to explore the extent ofrotation was used to explore the extent of

correlation between discrete clusters andcorrelation between discrete clusters and

to reduce the dimensionality of the datato reduce the dimensionality of the data

prior to further analyses. Multiple linear re-prior to further analyses. Multiple linear re-

gression with principal components scoresgression with principal components scores

as the dependent variable, and age, genderas the dependent variable, and age, gender

and global tissue volume as covariates,and global tissue volume as covariates,

was used to test for a pathoplastic effectwas used to test for a pathoplastic effect

of gender on case–control differences inof gender on case–control differences in

brain structure. The two-tailed probabilitybrain structure. The two-tailed probability

threshold for significance was set atthreshold for significance was set at

PP¼0.05.0.05.
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RESULTSRESULTS

Sample characteristicsSample characteristics

The socio-demographic profile of the parti-The socio-demographic profile of the parti-

cipants is summarised in Table 1. Therecipants is summarised in Table 1. There

were no significant differences betweenwere no significant differences between

the groups in age, years of education, pro-the groups in age, years of education, pro-

portion of subjects with higher parentalportion of subjects with higher parental

social class or left-handedness. There wassocial class or left-handedness. There was

a significant gender difference between thea significant gender difference between the

groups because of a larger proportion ofgroups because of a larger proportion of

males in the schizophrenia group. Themales in the schizophrenia group. The

mean age at onset of first psychotic symp-mean age at onset of first psychotic symp-

toms was 20.0 years (s.d.toms was 20.0 years (s.d.¼5.0) for those5.0) for those

with schizophrenia and the mean age atwith schizophrenia and the mean age at

onset of first episode of affective disorderonset of first episode of affective disorder

was 22.9 years (s.d.was 22.9 years (s.d.¼5.5) for those with5.5) for those with

bipolar disorder. The mean duration ofbipolar disorder. The mean duration of

illness was 17.4 years (s.d.illness was 17.4 years (s.d.¼10.4) for10.4) for

schizophrenia and 17.8 years (s.d.schizophrenia and 17.8 years (s.d.¼11.3)11.3)

for bipolar disorder. Of those with schizo-for bipolar disorder. Of those with schizo-

phrenia, 18 were taking atypical anti-phrenia, 18 were taking atypical anti-

psychotic drugs at the time of scanningpsychotic drugs at the time of scanning

and the remaining seven were taking typicaland the remaining seven were taking typical

antipsychotics. Of those with bipolar disor-antipsychotics. Of those with bipolar disor-

der, 31 were taking mood stabilisers at theder, 31 were taking mood stabilisers at the

time of scanning (lithium carbonate in 22time of scanning (lithium carbonate in 22

cases), 1 was taking olanzapine alone andcases), 1 was taking olanzapine alone and

5 were on no medication; 8 of those on5 were on no medication; 8 of those on

mood stabilisers were also takingmood stabilisers were also taking

antipsychotic medication.antipsychotic medication.

Grey matter differences betweenGrey matter differences between
those with schizophrenia andthose with schizophrenia and
healthy volunteershealthy volunteers

Compared with healthy volunteers, thoseCompared with healthy volunteers, those

with schizophrenia had spatially distributedwith schizophrenia had spatially distributed

regions of grey matter volume deficitregions of grey matter volume deficit

in 12 three-dimensional voxel clustersin 12 three-dimensional voxel clusters

(Fig. 1, Table 2). These deficits were(Fig. 1, Table 2). These deficits were

predominantly bilateral and included thepredominantly bilateral and included the

hemispheres and vermis of the cerebellum,hemispheres and vermis of the cerebellum,

orbitofrontal cortex and temporal poleorbitofrontal cortex and temporal pole

(more prominently on the right) extending(more prominently on the right) extending

to the lateral temporal cortex, anteriorto the lateral temporal cortex, anterior

cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia, thalamus,cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia, thalamus,

medial temporal lobe, insula, dorsolateralmedial temporal lobe, insula, dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (more prominently onprefrontal cortex (more prominently on

the left), right postcentral gyrus and inferiorthe left), right postcentral gyrus and inferior

parietal lobule, and the precuneus.parietal lobule, and the precuneus.

Principal components analysis showed thatPrincipal components analysis showed that

deficits were highly correlated betweendeficits were highly correlated between

regions. All clusters of grey matter volumeregions. All clusters of grey matter volume

deficit loaded positively on the first princi-deficit loaded positively on the first princi-

pal componentpal component, which explained 74% of, which explained 74% of

the total variance. Schizophrenia wasthe total variance. Schizophrenia was

strongly associated with reduced scores onstrongly associated with reduced scores on

this first component (Bthis first component (B¼771.07,1.07,

PP550.001, 95% CI0.001, 95% CI 771.49 to1.49 to 770.66) and0.66) and

there was no significant interactionthere was no significant interaction

between diagnostic group and genderbetween diagnostic group and gender

(B(B¼0.27,0.27, PP¼0.55, 95% CI0.55, 95% CI 770.61 to0.61 to

1.14), indicating that this pattern of grey1.14), indicating that this pattern of grey

matter deficit was not differentially ex-matter deficit was not differentially ex-

pressed by males and females with schizo-pressed by males and females with schizo-

phrenia. There were no significant regionsphrenia. There were no significant regions

of relative grey matter excess in those withof relative grey matter excess in those with

schizophrenia compared with healthyschizophrenia compared with healthy

volunteers.volunteers.

Grey matter differences betweenGrey matter differences between
those with bipolar disorder andthose with bipolar disorder and
healthy volunteershealthy volunteers

Compared with healthy volunteers, thoseCompared with healthy volunteers, those

with bipolar disorder demonstrated no sig-with bipolar disorder demonstrated no sig-

nificant abnormalities (neither deficits nornificant abnormalities (neither deficits nor

excesses) of grey matter structure.excesses) of grey matter structure.

Grey matter differences betweenGrey matter differences between
those with bipolar disorder andthose with bipolar disorder and
schizophreniaschizophrenia

Participants with schizophrenia also demon-Participants with schizophrenia also demon-

stratedstrated a distributed pattern of grey mattera distributed pattern of grey matter

deficit when compared with those with bi-deficit when compared with those with bi-

polar disorder rather than with healthypolar disorder rather than with healthy

volunteers (Fig. 2, Table 3). These deficitsvolunteers (Fig. 2, Table 3). These deficits

were located in several of the regions iden-were located in several of the regions iden-

tified as abnormal in the case–controltified as abnormal in the case–control

comparison for schizophrenia, includingcomparison for schizophrenia, including

bilateral superior temporal neocortex, basalbilateral superior temporal neocortex, basal

ganglia, insula, prefrontal cortex and pre-ganglia, insula, prefrontal cortex and pre-

cuneus, and right medial temporal lobecuneus, and right medial temporal lobe

and thalamus. There were no regions of sig-and thalamus. There were no regions of sig-

nificant grey matter excess in those withnificant grey matter excess in those with

schizophrenia compared with those withschizophrenia compared with those with

bipolar disorder.bipolar disorder.

White matter differences betweenWhite matter differences between
those with schizophrenia andthose with schizophrenia and
healthy volunteershealthy volunteers

Compared with healthy volunteers, thoseCompared with healthy volunteers, those

with schizophrenia had deficits of whitewith schizophrenia had deficits of white

matter volume in two spatially extensivematter volume in two spatially extensive

three-dimensional voxel clusters (Fig. 3,three-dimensional voxel clusters (Fig. 3,

Table 4). These included parts of prefron-Table 4). These included parts of prefron-

tal, temporal and parietal lobes normallytal, temporal and parietal lobes normally

occupied by the long white matter tractsoccupied by the long white matter tracts

of the superior longitudinal fasciculus andof the superior longitudinal fasciculus and

occipitofrontal fasciculus bilaterally andoccipitofrontal fasciculus bilaterally and

the left inferior longitudinal fasciculus, asthe left inferior longitudinal fasciculus, as

well as anterior and posterior parts of thewell as anterior and posterior parts of the

corpus callosum. White matter volumescorpus callosum. White matter volumes

were highly correlated between clusterswere highly correlated between clusters

((rr¼0.90,0.90, PP550.001); mean cluster volume0.001); mean cluster volume

was therefore used to examine genderwas therefore used to examine gender

interactions. Those with schizophreniainteractions. Those with schizophrenia

had significantly reduced mean whitehad significantly reduced mean white

matter volumes compared with controlsmatter volumes compared with controls

(B(B¼771.59,1.59, PP550.001, 95% CI0.001, 95% CI 772.46 to2.46 to

770.72) and there was no significant inter-0.72) and there was no significant inter-

action between diagnostic group andaction between diagnostic group and

gender (Bgender (B¼0.64,0.64, PP¼0.49, 95% CI0.49, 95% CI 771.181.18

to 2.46).to 2.46).

White matter differences betweenWhite matter differences between
those with bipolar disorder andthose with bipolar disorder and
healthy volunteershealthy volunteers

Compared with healthy volunteers, thoseCompared with healthy volunteers, those

with bipolar disorder had distributed regio-with bipolar disorder had distributed regio-

nal deficits of white matter in four voxelnal deficits of white matter in four voxel

clusters (Fig. 3, Table 5). These includedclusters (Fig. 3, Table 5). These included

parts of the brain-stem, prefrontal, tempor-parts of the brain-stem, prefrontal, tempor-

al and parietal lobes normally occupied byal and parietal lobes normally occupied by

the long white matter tracts of the superiorthe long white matter tracts of the superior

longitudinal fasciculus and occipitofrontallongitudinal fasciculus and occipitofrontal

fasciculus bilaterally, as well as anteriorfasciculus bilaterally, as well as anterior

and posterior parts of the corpus callosum.and posterior parts of the corpus callosum.

All regions of white matter volume deficitAll regions of white matter volume deficit

loaded positively on the first principal com-loaded positively on the first principal com-

ponent, which explained 72.4% of the totalponent, which explained 72.4% of the total

variance. Bipolar disorder was strongly as-variance. Bipolar disorder was strongly as-

sociated with reduced scores on the firstsociated with reduced scores on the first

component (Bcomponent (B¼770.79,0.79, PP550.001, 95% CI0.001, 95% CI

771.19 to1.19 to 770.39) and there was no signifi-0.39) and there was no signifi-

cant interaction between diagnostic groupcant interaction between diagnostic group

and gender (Band gender (B¼770.37,0.37, PP¼0.37, 95% CI0.37, 95% CI

771.18 to 0.44).1.18 to 0.44).
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Table 1Table 1 Demographic characteristics of thosewith schizophrenia, thosewith bipolar disorder and controlsDemographic characteristics of thosewith schizophrenia, thosewith bipolar disorder and controls

CharacteristicCharacteristic Schizo-Schizo-

phreniaphrenia

BipolarBipolar

disorderdisorder

ControlsControls StatisticStatistic

((nn¼25)25) ((nn¼37)37) ((nn¼52)52) FF ww22 PP

Age in years: mean (s.d.)Age in years: mean (s.d.) 37.337.3 (10.2)(10.2) 40.740.7 (11.6)(11.6) 39.339.3 (14.8)(14.8) 0.510.51 0.600.60

rangerange 24^5524^55 22^6422^64 19^6919^69

Height in cm: mean (s.d.)Height in cm: mean (s.d.) 174.8174.8 (10.0)(10.0) 171.2171.2 (9.9)(9.9) 170.6170.6 (9.1)(9.1) 1.651.65 0.200.20

Years of education: mean (s.d.)Years of education: mean (s.d.) 13.813.8 (3.2)(3.2) 14.214.2 (3.2)(3.2) 14.714.7 (3.8)(3.8) 0.590.59 0.560.56

Male gender:Male gender: nn (%)(%) 1818 (72)(72) 1515 (41)(41) 2424 (46)(46) 6.476.47 0.040.04

Left-handed:Left-handed: nn (%)(%) 33 (12)(12) 33 (8)(8) 22 (4)(4) 2.032.03 0.410.41

Parental social class 1 or 2:Parental social class 1 or 2: nn: (%): (%) 1212 (48)(48) 1616 (43)(43) 2020 (38)(38) 0.660.66 0.720.72
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White matter differences betweenWhite matter differences between
those with bipolar disorder andthose with bipolar disorder and
schizophreniaschizophrenia

Notably, in both patient groups comparedNotably, in both patient groups compared

with healthy volunteers, there were exten-with healthy volunteers, there were exten-

sive areas of white matter abnormality insive areas of white matter abnormality in

anatomically coincident regions of bilateralanatomically coincident regions of bilateral

frontal and temporo-parietal cortexfrontal and temporo-parietal cortex

(Fig. 3). Hence, the anatomical profile of(Fig. 3). Hence, the anatomical profile of

white matter deficit was much more consis-white matter deficit was much more consis-

tent between types of psychosis than thetent between types of psychosis than the

profile of grey matter deficit, which wasprofile of grey matter deficit, which was

highly specific to schizophrenia. We foundhighly specific to schizophrenia. We found

no evidence for a significant differenceno evidence for a significant difference

in white matter structure between thosein white matter structure between those

with schizophrenia and those with bipolarwith schizophrenia and those with bipolar

disorder.disorder.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

Grey matter differencesGrey matter differences
This study provides evidence thatThis study provides evidence that

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder areschizophrenia and bipolar disorder are

characterised by quite distinctive abnormal-characterised by quite distinctive abnormal-

ities of brain structure in cortical andities of brain structure in cortical and

subcortical grey matter, and thus appearsubcortical grey matter, and thus appear

relatively discrete from this neurobio-relatively discrete from this neurobio-

logical perspective. Schizophrenia waslogical perspective. Schizophrenia was

associated with extensively distributedassociated with extensively distributed

grey matter deficits involving the fronto-grey matter deficits involving the fronto-

temporal neocortex, medial temporal lobe,temporal neocortex, medial temporal lobe,

insula and medial thalamic regions, all ofinsula and medial thalamic regions, all of

which have been consistently reported towhich have been consistently reported to

display volume deficits in prior region ofdisplay volume deficits in prior region of

interest and computational morphometricinterest and computational morphometric

neuroimaging studies of schizophrenianeuroimaging studies of schizophrenia

(Wright(Wright et alet al, 2000; Hulshoff Pol, 2000; Hulshoff Pol et alet al,,

2001; Sigmundsson2001; Sigmundsson et alet al, 2001). Other, 2001). Other

areas of volume deficit identified in theareas of volume deficit identified in the

present study have also been described pre-present study have also been described pre-

viously, including parts of the cerebellumviously, including parts of the cerebellum

(Nopoulos(Nopoulos et alet al, 1999), right inferior, 1999), right inferior

parietal lobule (Kubickiparietal lobule (Kubicki et alet al, 2002) and, 2002) and

precuneus (Hulshoff Polprecuneus (Hulshoff Pol et alet al, 2001)., 2001).

The presence of grey matter deficit inThe presence of grey matter deficit in

prefrontal regions, thalamus and cerebellumprefrontal regions, thalamus and cerebellum

provided the basis for the concept ofprovided the basis for the concept of

‘cognitive dysmetria’ in schizophrenia‘cognitive dysmetria’ in schizophrenia

(Andreasen(Andreasen et alet al, 1998), i.e. the hypothesis, 1998), i.e. the hypothesis

that distributed pathology throughout keythat distributed pathology throughout key

information processing nodes underlies theinformation processing nodes underlies the

deficits in integrating and coordinatingdeficits in integrating and coordinating

information associated with schizophrenia.information associated with schizophrenia.

We also found volume deficit of the basalWe also found volume deficit of the basal

ganglia in those with schizophrenia com-ganglia in those with schizophrenia com-

pared with healthy volunteers; this is at var-pared with healthy volunteers; this is at var-

iance with several other studies which haveiance with several other studies which have

reported increased basal ganglia volume.reported increased basal ganglia volume.

The basal ganglia is rich in dopaminergicThe basal ganglia is rich in dopaminergic

input, and increased volume in patientsinput, and increased volume in patients

with schizophrenia has usually been attrib-with schizophrenia has usually been attrib-

uted to conventional or typical anti-uted to conventional or typical anti-

psychotic drugs, which potently blockpsychotic drugs, which potently block

dopamine Ddopamine D22 receptors; thus, basal gangliareceptors; thus, basal ganglia

volume increase has not been found involume increase has not been found in

patients who have had minimal exposurepatients who have had minimal exposure

to typical antipsychotics or purely atypicalto typical antipsychotics or purely atypical

antipsychotic drug treatment (Langantipsychotic drug treatment (Lang et alet al,,

2001). In this context, we note that the2001). In this context, we note that the

majority of those with schizophrenia inmajority of those with schizophrenia in

our sample (18 out of 25) were takingour sample (18 out of 25) were taking

atypical antipsychotic drugs; this may haveatypical antipsychotic drugs; this may have

disclosed disease-related reductions in basaldisclosed disease-related reductions in basal

ganglia volume that could be obscured byganglia volume that could be obscured by

the volume-increasing effects of typicalthe volume-increasing effects of typical

antipsychotics.antipsychotics.

In sharp contrast to those with schizo-In sharp contrast to those with schizo-

phrenia, grey matter volume was relativelyphrenia, grey matter volume was relatively

well preserved (statistically indistinguish-well preserved (statistically indistinguish-

able from normal) in those with bipolarable from normal) in those with bipolar

disorder, despite the fact that they weredisorder, despite the fact that they were

chosen to be closely akin to those withchosen to be closely akin to those with

schizophrenia in terms of severity of illnessschizophrenia in terms of severity of illness

and experience of positive psychotic symp-and experience of positive psychotic symp-

toms. Brain structural changes in bipolartoms. Brain structural changes in bipolar

disorder are arguably under-researched,disorder are arguably under-researched,

although some groups have reported volu-although some groups have reported volu-

metric abnormality within grey mattermetric abnormality within grey matter

structures, such as enlargement of thestructures, such as enlargement of the

amygdala (Altshuleramygdala (Altshuler et alet al, 2000) and reduc-, 2000) and reduc-

tion of the subgenual cingulate gyrustion of the subgenual cingulate gyrus

(Drevets(Drevets et alet al, 1997); these were not found, 1997); these were not found

in the present study. Variable sample sizein the present study. Variable sample size

and heterogeneity may account for someand heterogeneity may account for some

of these discrepancies. Structural neuroima-of these discrepancies. Structural neuroima-

ging studies of bipolar disorder have oftenging studies of bipolar disorder have often

been conducted using broad diagnosticbeen conducted using broad diagnostic

categories such as ‘affective disorder’ orcategories such as ‘affective disorder’ or

‘affective psychosis’ which encompass a‘affective psychosis’ which encompass a

heterogeneous sample of patients. Sinceheterogeneous sample of patients. Since

brain structural abnormalities in unipolarbrain structural abnormalities in unipolar

depression may differ from those in bipolardepression may differ from those in bipolar

disorder (e.g. hippocampal volume isdisorder (e.g. hippocampal volume is

reportedly reduced in unipolar depressionreportedly reduced in unipolar depression

(Frodl(Frodl et alet al, 2002) but preserved in bipolar, 2002) but preserved in bipolar

disorder (Altshulerdisorder (Altshuler et alet al, 2000)), it is, 2000)), it is
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Fig. 1Fig. 1 Map of greymatter volume deficits when comparing individuals with schizophrenia with healthyMap of greymatter volume deficits when comparing individuals with schizophrenia with healthy

volunteers, superimposed onto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.The brain slices are oriented in thevolunteers, superimposed onto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.The brain slices are oriented in the

plane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset in the upper leftplane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset in the upper left

corner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depictedby the right side of each slice.Cluster-wiseprobabilitycorner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depictedby the right side of each slice.Cluster-wiseprobability

of false-positive activationof false-positive activation PP¼0.003; expected number of false-positive tests0.003; expected number of false-positive tests551over thewholemap.1over thewholemap.
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arguable that adoption of broad diagnosticarguable that adoption of broad diagnostic

categories may have obscured braincategories may have obscured brain

structural differences specifically relatedstructural differences specifically related

to bipolar disorder. The possibility thatto bipolar disorder. The possibility that

medication could reverse or prevent greymedication could reverse or prevent grey

matter volume deficit in bipolar disordermatter volume deficit in bipolar disorder

also cannot be excluded. Most of our pa-also cannot be excluded. Most of our pa-

tients were taking lithium, which is neuro-tients were taking lithium, which is neuro-

trophic and has been reported to increasetrophic and has been reported to increase

grey matter volumegrey matter volume in vivoin vivo (Moore(Moore et alet al,,

2000).2000).

To the best of our knowledge, no priorTo the best of our knowledge, no prior

neuroimaging study has specifically com-neuroimaging study has specifically com-

pared individuals with familial bipolar Ipared individuals with familial bipolar I

disorder and a history of psychotic symp-disorder and a history of psychotic symp-

toms with those with schizophrenia. Whentoms with those with schizophrenia. When

compared directly in this way, individualscompared directly in this way, individuals

with schizophrenia demonstrated distribu-with schizophrenia demonstrated distribu-

ted regions of grey matter volume deficitted regions of grey matter volume deficit

which involved most of the regions identi-which involved most of the regions identi-

fied in the comparison of those withfied in the comparison of those with

schizophrenia and healthy volunteers,schizophrenia and healthy volunteers,

namely bilateral fronto-temporal cortex,namely bilateral fronto-temporal cortex,

insula, basal ganglia, precuneus and rightinsula, basal ganglia, precuneus and right

medial temporal lobe and thalamus. Thesemedial temporal lobe and thalamus. These

findings further emphasise the specificityfindings further emphasise the specificity

to schizophrenia of regional grey matterto schizophrenia of regional grey matter

volume deficits in these areas. Previousvolume deficits in these areas. Previous

studies that compared individuals withstudies that compared individuals with

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (orschizophrenia and bipolar disorder (or

‘affective psychosis’) either with each other‘affective psychosis’) either with each other

or with the same control group haveor with the same control group have

reported conflicting findings. Some foundreported conflicting findings. Some found

that grey matter or medial temporal lobethat grey matter or medial temporal lobe

volume deficit was specific to schizophreniavolume deficit was specific to schizophrenia

(Harvey(Harvey et alet al, 1994; Pearlson, 1994; Pearlson et alet al, 1997;, 1997;

ZipurskyZipursky et alet al, 1997; Altshuler, 1997; Altshuler et alet al,,

2000; Hirayasu2000; Hirayasu et alet al, 2001), whereas others, 2001), whereas others

found evidence for deficit in both disordersfound evidence for deficit in both disorders

(Friedman(Friedman et alet al, 1999; Lim, 1999; Lim et alet al, 1999;, 1999;

VelakoulisVelakoulis et alet al, 1999). A recent study, 1999). A recent study

reports that insular cortex reduction isreports that insular cortex reduction is

specific to schizophrenia, whereas bothspecific to schizophrenia, whereas both

schizophrenia and affective psychosis shareschizophrenia and affective psychosis share

volume reduction of the left temporalvolume reduction of the left temporal

pole (Kasaipole (Kasai et alet al, 2003). However, there, 2003). However, there

are multiple methodological differencesare multiple methodological differences

between these studies conducted over thebetween these studies conducted over the

course of a decade, including changes incourse of a decade, including changes in

scanner technology and data analysis asscanner technology and data analysis as

well as variation in sample size and diag-well as variation in sample size and diag-

nostic inclusion criteria. In a previousnostic inclusion criteria. In a previous

voxel-based morphometry study of individ-voxel-based morphometry study of individ-

uals with a first episode of psychosis,uals with a first episode of psychosis,

KubickiKubicki et alet al (2002) found distributed(2002) found distributed

regional grey matter deficit in schizo-regional grey matter deficit in schizo-

phrenia but not in affective psychosis,phrenia but not in affective psychosis,

which is consistent with the present studywhich is consistent with the present study

(although a subsequent analysis confined(although a subsequent analysis confined

to limited areas revealed mild volumeto limited areas revealed mild volume

reduction in the insula among patients withreduction in the insula among patients with

affective psychosis).affective psychosis).

Our study has provided clear evidenceOur study has provided clear evidence

for greater salience of grey matter abnor-for greater salience of grey matter abnor-

malities in those with schizophreniamalities in those with schizophrenia

compared with matched individuals withcompared with matched individuals with

bipolar disorder, suggesting that schizo-bipolar disorder, suggesting that schizo-

phrenia may generally be associated withphrenia may generally be associated with

more severe and extensive disorganisationmore severe and extensive disorganisation

of cortical and subcortical grey matter.of cortical and subcortical grey matter.

Our ‘negative’ finding, that there is no sig-Our ‘negative’ finding, that there is no sig-

nificant grey matter abnormality in thosenificant grey matter abnormality in those

with bipolar disorder, should probably bewith bipolar disorder, should probably be

evaluated more cautiously in the light ofevaluated more cautiously in the light of

the moderate sample size and the neces-the moderate sample size and the neces-

sarily conservative nature of multiplesarily conservative nature of multiple

hypothesis testing entailed by whole brainhypothesis testing entailed by whole brain

morphometry.morphometry.

White matter differencesWhite matter differences

There was evidence for white matterThere was evidence for white matter

abnormalities in both patient groups;abnormalities in both patient groups;

moreover, there was a striking degree ofmoreover, there was a striking degree of

anatomical coincidence in the distributionanatomical coincidence in the distribution

of white matter deficits in schizophreniaof white matter deficits in schizophrenia

and bipolar disorder. In both groups ofand bipolar disorder. In both groups of

individuals with psychotic disorder, whiteindividuals with psychotic disorder, white

matter volume was significantly reduced inmatter volume was significantly reduced in

the frontal and temporo-parietal territorythe frontal and temporo-parietal territory
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Table 2Table 2 Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of greymatter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of greymatter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (nn¼25) compared with healthy25) comparedwith healthy

volunteers (volunteers (nn¼52)52)

AreaArea Brodmann areaBrodmann area Talairach coordinate of centroid voxelTalairach coordinate of centroid voxel Number of voxelsNumber of voxels

xx yy zz
in clusterin cluster

Cerebellar vermis and left cerebellar hemisphereCerebellar vermis and left cerebellar hemisphere ^̂ 771010 777474 773232 19951995

Right cerebellar hemisphereRight cerebellar hemisphere ^̂ 4242 775656 773232 580580

Right superior, middle, inferior temporal gyri, parahippocampalRight superior, middle, inferior temporal gyri, parahippocampal

gyrus, hippocampusgyrus, hippocampus

^ /20/21/28/38^ /20/21/28/38 4444 1212 772424 11881188

Left superior temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, fusiformLeft superior temporal gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, fusiform

gyrus, hippocampusgyrus, hippocampus

^/20/28/35/36/38^/20/28/35/36/38 773232 7711 772828 379379

Right superior, middle, inferior, medial frontal gyri, anteriorRight superior, middle, inferior, medial frontal gyri, anterior

cingulate gyrus, anterior insulacingulate gyrus, anterior insula

^9/10/11/32/45/47^9/10/11/32/45/47 3434 4444 7788 11661166

Bilateral thalamus, lenticular nucleus, amygdala, entorhinalBilateral thalamus, lenticular nucleus, amygdala, entorhinal

cortex, left caudate head, right hippocampus,cortex, left caudate head, right hippocampus,

parahippocampal gyrus, insula, postcentral gyrus, inferiorparahippocampal gyrus, insula, postcentral gyrus, inferior

parietal lobuleparietal lobule

^/2/27/28/30/34/40/43^/2/27/28/30/34/40/43 22 771414 44 29202920

Left hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrusLeft hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus 27/28/30/3527/28/30/35 772626 772828 7766 525525

Left inferior, middle, superior frontal gyri, insula, lenticularLeft inferior, middle, superior frontal gyri, insula, lenticular

nucleusnucleus

8/9/10/11/44/45/46/478/9/10/11/44/45/46/47 774040 2121 1515 20192019

Left medial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrusLeft medial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus 8/9/10/328/9/10/32 771010 4646 2020 369369

Right inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, postcentralRight inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, postcentral

gyrusgyrus

2/3/4/6/402/3/4/6/40 5959 771313 3535 315315

Right precuneusRight precuneus 7/317/31 66 774848 4848 568568

Left precuneusLeft precuneus 7/317/31 7799 774747 4747 335335
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of major longitudinal tracts and in theof major longitudinal tracts and in the

corpus callosum.corpus callosum.

Reduction of regional white matterReduction of regional white matter

volume has been less comprehensively stu-volume has been less comprehensively stu-

died than grey matter in schizophrenia,died than grey matter in schizophrenia,

partly because methods for morphometricpartly because methods for morphometric

subdivision of white matter have onlysubdivision of white matter have only

recently been developed. Earlier studiesrecently been developed. Earlier studies

focused on area or shape measurements offocused on area or shape measurements of

the corpus callosum and most foundthe corpus callosum and most found

reduced callosal area of distorted shapereduced callosal area of distorted shape

(Woodruff(Woodruff et alet al, 1995)., 1995).

There have also been neuroradiologicalThere have also been neuroradiological

reports of qualitatively diagnosed whitereports of qualitatively diagnosed white

matter hyperintensities in schizophrenia,matter hyperintensities in schizophrenia,

especially among elderly subjects with lateespecially among elderly subjects with late

onset of psychotic symptoms (Davisonset of psychotic symptoms (Davis et alet al,,

2003). More recently studies using com-2003). More recently studies using com-

putational morphometry have identifiedputational morphometry have identified

regional white matter volume deficit inregional white matter volume deficit in

schizophrenia within fronto-temporal andschizophrenia within fronto-temporal and

parietal regions and anterior corpus callo-parietal regions and anterior corpus callo-

sum (Sigmundssonsum (Sigmundsson et alet al, 2001; Spalletta, 2001; Spalletta etet

alal, 2003). This evidence is in accordance, 2003). This evidence is in accordance

with that from magnetic transfer imagingwith that from magnetic transfer imaging

and diffusion transfer imaging, which haveand diffusion transfer imaging, which have

identified white matter abnormalities inidentified white matter abnormalities in

those with schizophrenia compared withthose with schizophrenia compared with

controls, predominantly involving fronto-controls, predominantly involving fronto-

temporal regions; this is also in accordancetemporal regions; this is also in accordance

with evidence from neurocytochemistry,with evidence from neurocytochemistry,

neuropathology and gene expression stu-neuropathology and gene expression stu-

dies implicating white matter dysfunctiondies implicating white matter dysfunction

in schizophrenia (Davisin schizophrenia (Davis et alet al, 2003)., 2003).

In bipolar disorder, increased ratesIn bipolar disorder, increased rates

of hyperintense white matter lesions inof hyperintense white matter lesions in

subcortical and periventricular regionssubcortical and periventricular regions

are among the most consistently reportedare among the most consistently reported

anatomical abnormalities (Beardenanatomical abnormalities (Bearden et alet al,,

2001) but regional morphometry of2001) but regional morphometry of

white matter has rarely been studied. Awhite matter has rarely been studied. A

recent twin study reported reduced whiterecent twin study reported reduced white

matter volume in frontal regions bilaterallymatter volume in frontal regions bilaterally

in those with bipolar disorder, which isin those with bipolar disorder, which is

consistent with the present study (Kieseppaconsistent with the present study (Kieseppa

et alet al, 2003); another study found no, 2003); another study found no

white matter volume change in prefrontalwhite matter volume change in prefrontal

subregions (Lopez-Larsonsubregions (Lopez-Larson et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Our finding that schizophrenia andOur finding that schizophrenia and

bipolar disorder are both characterised bybipolar disorder are both characterised by

white matter volume deficit in frontal andwhite matter volume deficit in frontal and

parietal regions is in accordance with theparietal regions is in accordance with the
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Fig. 2Fig. 2 Map of greymatter volume deficits when comparing participants with schizphrenia with thosewithMap of greymatter volume deficits when comparing participants with schizphrenia with thosewith

bipolar disorder, superimposed onto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.The brain slices are orientedbipolar disorder, superimposed onto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.The brain slices are oriented

in the plane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset in the upperin the plane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset in the upper

left corner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depicted by the right side of each slice.Cluster-wiseleft corner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depicted by the right side of each slice.Cluster-wise

probability of false-positive activationprobability of false-positive activation PP¼0.002; expected number of false-positive tests0.002; expected number of false-positive tests551over thewhole1over thewhole

map.map.

Table 3Table 3 Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of greymatter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of greymatter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (nn¼25) compared with thosewith25) comparedwith thosewith

bipolar disorder (bipolar disorder (nn¼37)37)

AreaArea Brodmann areaBrodmann area Talairach coordinate of centroid voxelTalairach coordinate of centroid voxel Number of voxelsNumber of voxels

xx yy zz
in clusterin cluster

Right superior, middle, temporal gyri, amygdala, hippocampus,Right superior, middle, temporal gyri, amygdala, hippocampus,
parahippocampal gyrus, right putamenparahippocampal gyrus, right putamen

^/21/27/28/34/38^/21/27/28/34/38 3131 11 771919 439439

Left middle, superior temporal gyriLeft middle, superior temporal gyri 21/2221/22 775858 771717 7766 280280
Left lenticular nucleus, bilateral caudate nucleus, right thalamusLeft lenticular nucleus, bilateral caudate nucleus, right thalamus ^̂ 7777 11 33 577577
Rightmiddle, superior temporal gyriRightmiddle, superior temporal gyri 21/22/4221/22/42 5656 771414 44 299299
Left inferior, middle frontal gyri, insula, precentral gyrusLeft inferior, middle frontal gyri, insula, precentral gyrus 4/6/9/44/45/464/6/9/44/45/46 775050 1212 2525 955955
Right inferior frontal gyrus, insula, precentral gyrus, postcentralRight inferior frontal gyrus, insula, precentral gyrus, postcentral
gyrusgyrus

6/22/43/446/22/43/44 3535 66 1616 415415

Right inferior, middle frontal gyriRight inferior, middle frontal gyri 9/44/45/469/44/45/46 5656 77 2020 201201
Bilateral precuneusBilateral precuneus 7/317/31 11 774242 4747 938938
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hypothesis that both major types of psy-hypothesis that both major types of psy-

chosis represent a disorder of anatomicalchosis represent a disorder of anatomical

connectivity between components of large-connectivity between components of large-

scale neurocognitive networks (Bullmorescale neurocognitive networks (Bullmore

et alet al, 1997; Wright, 1997; Wright et alet al, 1999). It is also, 1999). It is also

in accordance with recent evidence fromin accordance with recent evidence from

gene expression profiling studies of frontalgene expression profiling studies of frontal

cortical tissue, which have identified speci-cortical tissue, which have identified speci-

fic downregulation of genes related to mye-fic downregulation of genes related to mye-

lination and oligodendrocyte function inlination and oligodendrocyte function in

both schizophrenia and bipolar disorderboth schizophrenia and bipolar disorder

(Hakak(Hakak et alet al, 2001; Tkachev, 2001; Tkachev et alet al, 2003)., 2003).

Ultrastructural abnormalities and reducedUltrastructural abnormalities and reduced

density of oligodendroglial cells in thedensity of oligodendroglial cells in the

prefrontal cortex have also been reportedprefrontal cortex have also been reported

in both disorders (Uranovain both disorders (Uranova et alet al, 2001,, 2001,

2004).2004).

Methodological issuesMethodological issues

Strengths of this study include the moder-Strengths of this study include the moder-

ately large numbers of carefully charac-ately large numbers of carefully charac-

terised participants who were selected toterised participants who were selected to

optimise the clinical homogeneity of theoptimise the clinical homogeneity of the

groups with psychotic disorder and togroups with psychotic disorder and to

ensure that the comparison between groupsensure that the comparison between groups

was reasonably well controlled for illnesswas reasonably well controlled for illness

duration and severity. The same group ofduration and severity. The same group of

healthy volunteers was used for bothhealthy volunteers was used for both

case–control comparisons and was wellcase–control comparisons and was well

matched for key socio-demographicmatched for key socio-demographic

variables to both patient groups. We usedvariables to both patient groups. We used

contemporary computational tools for fullycontemporary computational tools for fully

automated whole-brain morphometric ana-automated whole-brain morphometric ana-

lysis and non-parametric hypothesis testing,lysis and non-parametric hypothesis testing,

sourcing and combining relevant softwaresourcing and combining relevant software

from different laboratories to construct afrom different laboratories to construct a

customised image-processing ‘pipeline’.customised image-processing ‘pipeline’.

The study also had a number of limita-The study also had a number of limita-

tions besides the general issue of type 2tions besides the general issue of type 2

error already discussed. In common witherror already discussed. In common with

many previous studies, the bipolar andmany previous studies, the bipolar and

schizophrenia groups were not wellschizophrenia groups were not well

matched for gender, owing to an excess ofmatched for gender, owing to an excess of

males within the schizophrenia group.males within the schizophrenia group.

However, gender was included as a covari-However, gender was included as a covari-

ate in all case–control and case–case com-ate in all case–control and case–case com-

parisons, and there was no evidence for aparisons, and there was no evidence for a

significant interaction between gender andsignificant interaction between gender and

diagnostic group, implying that there wasdiagnostic group, implying that there was

no major modulatory effect of gender onno major modulatory effect of gender on

volumetric deficits due to disorder. Bothvolumetric deficits due to disorder. Both

groups of patients were recruited on thegroups of patients were recruited on the

3 7 53 7 5

Fig. 3Fig. 3 Map of whitematter volume deficits when comparing participants with schizophrenia with healthyMap of whitematter volume deficits when comparing participants with schizophrenia with healthy

volunteers (red voxels) and thosewith bipolar disorder with healthy volunteers (blue voxels), superimposedvolunteers (red voxels) and thosewith bipolar disorder with healthy volunteers (blue voxels), superimposed

onto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.Greenvoxels indicate overlapping regions.The brain slices areonto a single brain in standard stereotactic space.Greenvoxels indicate overlapping regions.The brain slices are

oriented in the plane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset inoriented in the plane of theTalairach atlas; distance (mm) above or below the intercommissural line is inset in

the upper left corner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depicted by the right side of each slice.Cluster-the upper left corner of each slice; the right side of the brain is depicted by the right side of each slice.Cluster-

wise probability of false-positive activationwise probability of false-positive activation PP¼0.011for schizophrenia0.011 for schizophrenia vv. healthy volunteers and. healthy volunteers and PP¼0.008 for0.008 for

bipolar disorderbipolar disorder v.v. healthy volunteers; expected number of false-positive testshealthy volunteers; expected number of false-positive tests551for each analysis.1 for each analysis.

Table 4Table 4 Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of whitematter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (Talairach coordinates and Brodmann areas for regions of whitematter volume deficit in participants with schizophrenia (nn¼25) comparedwith healthy25) comparedwith healthy

volunteers (volunteers (nn¼52)52)

AreaArea Talairach coordinate of centroid voxelTalairach coordinate of centroid voxel Number of voxelsNumber of voxels

xx yy zz
in clusterin cluster

Bilateral frontal lobe betweenmedial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus medially andBilateral frontal lobe betweenmedial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus medially and

inferior andmiddle frontal gyri laterally, extending on the left to the superior frontal gyrus,inferior andmiddle frontal gyri laterally, extending on the left to the superior frontal gyrus,

insula and precentral gyrus; genu of the corpus callosum, right anterior limb of the internalinsula and precentral gyrus; genu of the corpus callosum, right anterior limb of the internal

capsule; right temporo-parietal lobe between the superior andmiddle temporal gyri, post-capsule; right temporo-parietal lobe between the superior andmiddle temporal gyri, post-

central gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus and angular gyrus laterally andcentral gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus and angular gyrus laterally and

the hippocampus, lateral ventricle, cuneus, posterior cingulate gyrus and precuneusthe hippocampus, lateral ventricle, cuneus, posterior cingulate gyrus and precuneus

medially; left spleniummedially; left splenium

771818 7722 2323 54715471

Right temporo-parietal area between the lateral ventricle, posterior cingulate gyrus andRight temporo-parietal area between the lateral ventricle, posterior cingulate gyrus and

precuneus medially and the superior temporal gyrus, insula, postcentral gyrus, precentralprecuneus medially and the superior temporal gyrus, insula, postcentral gyrus, precentral

gyrus and inferior parietal lobule laterally; right spleniumgyrus and inferior parietal lobule laterally; right splenium

2727 772929 3535 25232523
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basis of having other family members withbasis of having other family members with

a similar illness. It is therefore possible thata similar illness. It is therefore possible that

the results of this study may not be gener-the results of this study may not be gener-

ally applicable to those with non-familialally applicable to those with non-familial

forms of psychosis. Both groups of patientsforms of psychosis. Both groups of patients

had chronic illnesses with many years ofhad chronic illnesses with many years of

exposure to psychotropic medication, andexposure to psychotropic medication, and

thus it is theoretically possible that thethus it is theoretically possible that the

common white matter morphometric defi-common white matter morphometric defi-

cit resulted from such exposure. However,cit resulted from such exposure. However,

medication exposure differed between themedication exposure differed between the

two groups, with most individuals with bi-two groups, with most individuals with bi-

polar disorder only exposed to anti-polar disorder only exposed to anti-

psychotic medication during exacerbationpsychotic medication during exacerbation

of illness. Although the morphometric ana-of illness. Although the morphometric ana-

lysis of white matter volume deficit sug-lysis of white matter volume deficit sug-

gested involvement of certain longitudinalgested involvement of certain longitudinal

and interhemispheric tracts, the anatomicaland interhemispheric tracts, the anatomical

labelling of tracts on the basis of Talairachlabelling of tracts on the basis of Talairach

coordinates should be regarded as heuristic.coordinates should be regarded as heuristic.

A more compelling demonstration that spe-A more compelling demonstration that spe-

cific tracts are involved in both psychoticcific tracts are involved in both psychotic

disorders, and that anatomical connectivitydisorders, and that anatomical connectivity

between frontal and temporo-parietal cor-between frontal and temporo-parietal cor-

tex is compromised as a result, could betex is compromised as a result, could be

provided by future studies incorporatingprovided by future studies incorporating

diffusion tensor imaging and tractographydiffusion tensor imaging and tractography

techniques.techniques.

The Kraepelinian dichotomyThe Kraepelinian dichotomy

Our findings neither wholly support norOur findings neither wholly support nor

wholly negate the Kraepelinian dichotomywholly negate the Kraepelinian dichotomy

of psychosis. Support for the Kraepelinianof psychosis. Support for the Kraepelinian

position comes from the fact that schizo-position comes from the fact that schizo-

phrenia was characterised by a distinctivephrenia was characterised by a distinctive

pattern of distributed grey matter deficitpattern of distributed grey matter deficit

in fronto-temporal, subcortical and cere-in fronto-temporal, subcortical and cere-

bellar regions, whereas psychotic bipolarbellar regions, whereas psychotic bipolar

disorder was not associated with significantdisorder was not associated with significant

grey matter abnormality. However, thegrey matter abnormality. However, the

classic dichotomy is partially subvertedclassic dichotomy is partially subverted

by our demonstration of common whiteby our demonstration of common white

matter abnormalities in the two disorders,matter abnormalities in the two disorders,

suggesting that anatomical disconnectivitysuggesting that anatomical disconnectivity

between frontal and temporo-parietal cor-between frontal and temporo-parietal cor-

tex may be important for emergence oftex may be important for emergence of

psychotic syndromes in general.psychotic syndromes in general.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& The Kraepelinian dichotomy of psychosis is partially upheld since distributed greyThe Kraepelinian dichotomy of psychosis is partially upheld since distributed grey
matter deficit in fronto-temporal, subcortical and cerebellar regions was found onlymatter deficit in fronto-temporal, subcortical and cerebellar regions was found only
in schizophrenia and not in bipolar disorder.in schizophrenia and not in bipolar disorder.

&& Whitematter volume deficit in frontal and temporo-parietal regions is aWhitematter volume deficit in frontal and temporo-parietal regions is a
morphometric characteristic of bothmajor psychotic disorders.morphometric characteristic of bothmajor psychotic disorders.

&& Anatomical disconnectivitybetween frontal and temporo-parietal corticesmaybeAnatomical disconnectivitybetween frontal and temporo-parietal corticesmaybe
important for the emergence of psychotic syndromes in general.important for the emergence of psychotic syndromes in general.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& All patients were from families with other affectedmembers and resultsmay notAll patients were from families with other affectedmembers and resultsmay not
be applicable to epidemiological samples.be applicable to epidemiological samples.

&& The patient groups were notwellmatched for gender.The patient groups were not wellmatched for gender.

&& The impact on brain structure of the differingmedications used to treat theseThe impact on brain structure of the differingmedications used to treat these
patient groups could not be assessed in the present study.patient groups could not be assessed in the present study.
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